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Be enchanted and delighted by a bedtime story for every day of the year in this beautifully illustrated

collection carefully retold for every little ones story time. Snuggle up and let classic fairy tales,

magical stories and favourite nursery rhymes fill your childs dreams with imagination and adventure.

Hardcover: 384 pages

Publisher: Parragon; Deluxe edition (September 13, 2016)

Language: English
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Anthologies > Anthologies

Age Range: 4 - 7 years
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Amazing book for a low price. It is just beautifull!!!! Some of the pages were a little stuck together,

but it only took for me to turn them and go over the book for it to have an amazing feel. The cover is

kinda cushioned so it makes it look fancy, like a real disney book =D I just love it! will def. keep

buying it for all the babies in the family.

The book is now my preschooler's favorite bedtime book. We go through 4 short stories with him

and a few short poems. He recognized the poems that we sing to him- now it's singing before

bedtime! One star was taken because the binding threads can be seen on the day I received it. My

son loves it though so I didn't return.

I have a new Grandson, so as gift for my son, I thought I'd start him off just as I did for him and get

him ready for the next few years of bed time reading for his new son.



I bought this book to read to my 3 year old Great Granddaughter, and we both love it. There are so

many really good stories and fairy tales, poems, and songs. She loves the illustrations too. It's a

great value for the price, and I would recommend it.

Cute book and lots of stories, but simple nursery rhymes in between. My 3 year old didn't care much

for this book because of the lack of illustrations.

I was iffy about buying this book. But when it got here I was blown away I'm so impressed with it. I'm

a cheapo who wants a lot for a little lol . So I didn't want to spend much but I wanted something

worth it for my son. I was so impressed it's good quality and their are so many different stories . My

little one loves it

I bought this for my daughter for our grandchild. When I pulled it out of the box my husband said he

had to read it before we give it to our daughter.

We dropped a heavy dime buying baby books for our little one. Although I do truly appreciate the

books we purchased and can't say that I regret it, I do feel that all of the other books are pretty

much unnecessary after receiving this little treasure. It is high quality on literally EVERY level. The

paper, the binding, the illustrations, the sheer volume of stories as well as nursery rhymes.... it is

quite simply THE BEST BABY/CHILDRENS BOOK YOU NEED. Nuff said. Buy it already.
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